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2 Red Strike  playthrough 

P10 – Playtest Scenario Fulda Gap 
 

 

Playthrough AIR 

Raid strike air mission with escorts, air-defense network combat, air-ground strike and air-air 

interception with air-air combat 

The complete setup pitches from North to South parts of the West-German III Corps, the US V and VII 

Corps agains the Soviet 8th Guards Army, 1st Guards Tank Army and the East-German 3rd Army. 

 

For this playthrough the GT starts in the Unit Assignment Phase where both players decide 

simultaneously the mode their units will start the GT in. This will determine in which segments 

ground units may move and under which circumstances air units may fly missions. 

 

As the WP is going to attack, all WP air units are put on offensive mode and on the sortie field 2: 
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3 Red Strike  playthrough 

 

NATO player is balancing his air force into interceptors and offensive strikers: 

 

All WP units stay in Frontline mode and are as such going to be mobile in the first 2 Action stages, 

enabling them to enter West-Germany. 

NATO units behind the frontline are put in Reserve mode to be 

able to counterattack in Action Stage 3. In order to change into 

Reserve mode, two things to consider: Reserve capacity of the 

HQ and its command range. German 12th PzDiv HQ is a 

divisional HQ and as such may put two directly subordinate 

units in Reserve if they are in command range. 
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4 Red Strike  playthrough 

 

 

1st Brigade, 3rd US Armored Division is 

too far from its division HQ, but the 

Corps HQ is in range and as 1st Bde is 

indirectly subordinate to V US Corps 

it may be put in Reserve Mode. 

 

 

 

 

The next phase is the supply phase, we skip this phase as nothing happened so far. 

 

We enter the First Action Stage where all the cool stuff 

will happen. 

 

 

 

 

The Initiative Player now moves his ground units in 

frontline mode and initiates offensive air missions. The 

Reaction Player may launch interceptors to counter the 

latter. 

A good idea would be to soften up the NATO GDP (General Defensive Position) by striking them hard, 

but NATO air defense must be destroyed first. So, the WP launches offensive air strikes against the 

ADN installations in Lauda and Börfink. Maximum number of air units on a single mission is 6. A mix 

of fighter-bombers and bombers is the key to success. 

The 85th IAP is the fighter escort takes off from Köthen and has an anti-air mission marker, the MIG21 

of JG-3 (take off in Preschen) have the strike marker as it wants to bomb the LAUDA CRC. The MIG29 

will be the other fighter escort unit. 

To launch air missions, supply points must be spent, 2 SPs per air unit on a 

strike mission and 1 SP per air unit on an anti-air mission. Record the spent 

SPs immediately on the General Track. 
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5 Red Strike  playthrough 

 

The air bases and modes of the air units on mission are marked: 

 

 

 

3 air units from 2 different air bases form up for a raid, they move hex by hex alternatively until 

reaching the Form-up Point from where on they will move as a stack.

 

 

 

After having formed-up, that marker is switched to its back 

“Recovery Point”. The composition of the stack of air units: 1x 

Strike Mission and 2x Escort Missions. The MIG21 looks like a 

bait. 

 

 

 

 

 

The mission stays as long as possible over East-Germany 

but finally enters West-German air space in hex 1223 and 

is immediately detected due to the fully operational 

NATO ADN. 

The planned incursion is 1223 1124 1023 1022 

1021(target) to evade ground-air combat from the ground 

units. 
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6 Red Strike  playthrough 

 

 

 

On entering hex 1223 the air mission stack is detected and receives a full volley of NATO ground-air 

rocket science. This is a 1d10 roll on the ADN hit 

table of NATO: the roll is a 4, no effect, the mission is 

continuing its flight to CRC Lauda. 

Design Note: it may seem a rather bloody table but 

consider that in reality the aggressor would have 

been targeted by multiple systems over the whole 5 

ingress hexes and outbound hexes.  

 

BUT the mission has been detected and triggers 

the interceptors in Ramstein, which take off and 

take aim at the intruders. 

Interceptors move 2 hexes, followed by Air Mission stack moving 2 hexes. Interceptors move again 2 

hexes. The Air Mission enters its target hex and executes the Strike Mission on CRC Lauda. On 

entering the target hex, the WP player tries to detect the approaching F-16. 

A 1d10 roll on the RCS Chart, the MiG-

29 has the best chances. Roll 5 or 

lower and detect the interceptors: 7! Although the US pilots are late to prevent the strike on the CRC, 

they will have the advantage of surprise in the upcoming air-air combat. 

But first the WP air units will bomb the CRC. The target is 

in clear terrain, so no die-roll modifier applies.  
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7 Red Strike  playthrough 

Alas, the bombing value of the sole air unit on Strike Mission is only 1, and the 1d10 is 

7. No hit on the CRC.  

Now the interceptors move into the hex and a massive air battle starts: 

 

The still undetected 86th TFW gets to shoot first, with results being applied before the WP may shoot 

back.  

Anti-Air (AA) rating of 7 and a 1d10 of 4 make for a nice starting point with 2 hits displayed: 

 

The best ECM value of the WP air units is 5 and the 1d10 of 0 (read 10) is completing the defeat. 

The WP units take 2 hits, distributed evenly and both must abort the mission. 

Worse, as the interceptors rule the sky now, they get to take aim at the MiG-21. 

 

The MiG-21 may defend themselves with ½ of their AA rating and this air combat 

is simultaneous as the MiG pilots have of course seen what happened to their 

fellow comrades. 

 

 

 

WP 1d10: 8, no effect on NATO. 
NATO 1d10: 2. 
WP ECM unsuccessful ➔ 3 hits. 
The bait has been eaten and the planned ambush turned sour. 
 

The WP air units get their hit markers to reflect the remaining hit capacity.  
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The NATO unit lands safely in Ramstein AB on Sortie Field 2, as do the WP units, defeated. 

Transmission ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


